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Thank you for your interest in our students’ writings. These are 5 essays 

we have picked out from some of our students’ essay submissions. 

Features

We have included each writer’s name, level and school so that you get a 

sense of the person behind the essay. You will also find the word count for 

each essay at the bottom of the page. This piece of information is there to 

help you build awareness of how many words are used. You will want to 

write sufficiently but not excessively in any exam condition where time is 

a constraint. 

Reading Tips

As you read the essays, you can think about which ones are your 

favourite and why. You can also ask yourself what can be done to 

improve each essay. When you ask yourself these questions, you start to 

think deeper and learn from your experience of reading these essays. 

In the next 11 pages, you’re going to read model essays of Continuous and 

Situational Writing of Paper 1 in the English examination. 

We hope reading these essays will not only be inspiring but also give you 

valuable insights into your own writing. 

 

To your success, 
The English Mastery Team
www.EnglishMastery.sg
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Is tuition necessary for youths?

Jeremy Quek
Secondary 4
St. Gabriel’s Secondary School

In this highly competitive world, the battle for ultimate success starts at 
a tender age. Arguably, one of the most important aspects of a 
Singaporean’s life is the secondary school education. This is when 
students sit for the often feared O Level Examination that can have a 
profound impact on their future. In recent years, it is observed that more 
and more secondary school students enrol themselves in tuition classes 
in hope of achieving better test scores. They see tuition as a form of 
assistance to outperform their peers. However, does everyone need 
tuition? This essay shall now discuss how tuition is needed by a select 
group of secondary school students. 

Tuition is indeed essential for students who are weak in their studies. 
These students are defined as those who score a C5 or below in their 
regular school tests and mock examinations. If they are consistently 
getting poor test results, it reveals that they have failed to grasp basic 
concepts which are key. Without addressing this problem in a timely 
manner, they will likely face further difficulties in the course of their 
study. Tuition classes can give these students an avenue to revisit 
concepts taught in school in a more personal way as classes are often 
smaller in size and more intimate, giving tutors the chance to provide 
personal feedback which is crucial to learning. 

Tuition is also integral as it helps to fill up gaping holes left open by our 
school system. Educators in Singapore’s secondary schools have an 
incredibly heavy workload. Depending on their area of expertise, most 
teachers teach over four classes, which translates to 160 students per 
week. Coupled with additional duties, involvement in co-curricular
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activities and meetings, it is no surprise that this 
emotionally-demanding job has left many burned-out, according to a 
research conducted by the National Institute of Education (NIE). Under 
their wings, struggling students may find that their teachers do not have 
the mental capacity to offer extra coaching after school hours. This poses 
a great challenge as they may end up fumbling in their homework or 
answering application-based questions in texts. However, with private 
tutors, students get quality time with them and are able to ask specific 
questions to clarify their doubts about a subject. Though one may argue 
that remedial lessons serve the same purpose, it must not be forgotten 
that these are relatively big groups catered to the masses. They are not 
customised to help any one particular student who needs personalised 
instruction. 

However, tuition is not essential when students are already performing 
very well in school. For these students, time is better spent discovering 
non-academic interests particularly when they are undergoing 
psychological changes as they transit from teenage to adulthood. If used 
wisely, this window of opportunity can equip them with values and 
competencies as they enter the complex world of adulthood. Social 
development, character building and creativity can happen organically 
when students are given the space to explore their worlds and talents. 

In conclusion, tuition is indispensable as it could be the only other 
channel for weaker students to catch up with their peers and they may 
not get the personal attention they need in a school environment. 
However, parents should not sign their children up for tuition 
indiscriminately so their children do not ‘lose out’ as pursuing 
non-academic interests is just as important for the holistic development 
of the child.

564 words
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Describe a festive occasion which you celebrate.

Naomi Yeoh
Secondary 2
St. Anthony's Canossian Secondary School

Gold and red streamers dance delicately in the docile wind, glinting 
vibrantly. The red papers stuck on the many walls look like they have 
been there for decades. Nevertheless, on such an occasion, they never 
fail to enhance the festivity. People are always animated during this time 
of year, buzzing from store to store and striking up colourful 
conversations with others. New aromas and scents travel in every pavé, 
every direction enticing many. But amongst all the gastronomic stalls, 
most frenzied and adored are the ones selling pork jerky. Strips of pork 
are dipped in honey then roasted over open fire until they caramelise 
into deep ruby, cast in sweet succulent honey. The sizzling of meat on 
stone grills, the pop and thunder of firecrackers, the traditional music 
played by buskers… Only once a year will you have such a euphoric 
experience! 

However, amongst all of the activities, the crown jewel is the 
magnificent lion dance. The glittering beads embossed onto the lion 
flicker jubilantly, along with the gold mane that flows. The red cloth 
adorning the lion moves daintily as a silky nightgown would on a windy 
night. The swiftness of the lion while it dances shows no sign of fear or 
apprehension. With precision, it jerks its tail to the rhythmic loud 
drumbeats, on time, every time. The dancers in the costume are just as 
exuberant, just as excited as the crowd swarming around them. It is like 
watching ants surround a breadcrumb. When a treasure is found, much 
frenzy and excitement surrounds it until the prized discovery is taken 
away. In the same way, the intense and contagious environment of sheer 
joy persists for the entire dance, promising everyone happiness and 
hope for a new year. 
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When the performance finally comes to an end, spectators burst into a 
loud applause then disperse back into the crowded streets to continue 
with their new year loot. 

The bright and brilliant culture of the Chinese New Year is celebrated 
throughout the world by the Chinese people. When our forefathers took 
every risk to explore foreign lands in search of a better future, they carry 
with them the shared aspirations of prosperity, health and happiness. 
Generations later, these aspirations are no longer mere hopes but 
fulfilled dreams realised by their descendants. I am proud to share in this 
festive occasion which has endured the test of time to prove that human 
dreams truimph over all insurmountable challenges. 

406 words
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Naomi Yeoh
Secondary 2
St. Anthony's Canossian Secondary School

I had always felt that problems were indomitable, be it at home or in 
school. Whatever will be, will be. It wasn’t worth giving a second thought 
about them. 

“Why wouldn’t it work!” I yelled, hitting the radio with my fist. It gave out 
a loud static noise followed by bits of muffled voices. Just then, my father 
got back into the car. The smell of petroleum wafted about in the stuffy 
air while he started the engine and pulled out of the gas station. The 
air-conditioning systems in cars would usually filter the air but this heap 
of junk was falling apart. The radio was busted, windows weren’t working 
and the air purifying system broken. 

I needed sound. Something to drown out this deafening silence. I always 
had earphones on. Why don’t I have them now? Oh right, they’re broken. 
Without them, however, they were sure to come back… I had managed 
to keep them out for so long but any moment I let my guard down, they 
would return, especially at night when all was quiet and there was no 
sound to hide behind. 

“You can’t run away from us.” 

I heard them again. The car was dead silent and all I had for company 
were the voices. The more I struggled to keep them out, the louder the 
voices got. My body quivered with exhaustion from the fight and I gave 
in. I succumbed to the voices in resignation and listened to the 
conversation I’ve tried so tirelessly to shut out all this while. 

Describe a moment when you had a change of perspective. 
Explain how that incident has impacted your life.
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“You are living a lie listening to all this white noise… She’s dead and you 
are still in denial. Your mother is never coming back.” 

“But… She’s still with me! All those times since young, she’d hold me in 
her arms and tell me stories. She can’t be gone!” I whimpered in pain. 

My eyes started to water as tears streamed down my face. I rubbed them 
away shamefully before my father could see any of it. Just then, in this 
strange moment, I felt as if a part of me had returned. When was the last 
time I cried? I’ve been hiding behind sound for so long that I’ve been too 
distracted to have time to listen to the depths of my being. Will I start to 
see the truth for what it was? Maybe accepting the truth won’t kill me? 
Can I live again? I miss her smile, the crow feet in the corners of her eyes, 
her weather beaten wrinkles. It’s been so long and I miss her just the 
same. 

“She would not have wanted you to cut off your emotions completely 
because of her...” 

This moment in time stood still. I stood still with it. Nothing moved, 
nothing shifted, but I could see my whole world collapse around me in 
deafening silence. I understood then. Denying the truth numbed the 
pain, but the pain remained. Listening to music helped soothe the ache 
and her funeral never felt real to me but the trauma remained. It was a 
turning point in my life. 

I involuntarily let out a loud banshee cry. I did not care if my father saw 
me like this anymore. The cries were ugly, heavy and animalistic. My 
father jumped in his seat as he started to panic, asking me if I was okay. I 
shook my head and didn’t even bother to force a smile. Perhaps my years 
of self-deception came to an end that moment I stopped fighting. Two 
years have since past and what was an indomitable sadness slowly faded 
into relief. 
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How I chose to carry that denial of my mother’s death from childhood 
right into teenagehood was beyond me but on the journey of healing, I 
unexpectedly found compassion for myself and others. I no longer hide 
behind sounds. I no longer am afraid of people seeing me for who I am. 
I now walk into conversations with my arms of acceptance holding 
tenderly to my own heart while holding out a space for others. Do I wish 
none of the tragedy ever happened to my family? No one would wish for 
tragedy but when it did strike, my acceptance turned the tragedy into 
opportunity to find my stronger self.

707 words
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Brina Tan
Private O Level Student

I believe that the most important period of everyone’s life is during their 
formative years. It is when we are the most malleable, easily folded and 
shaped by our environment. For me, a large part of my childhood was 
spent in the library. I would spend hours upon hours just curled up in a 
corner, absorbed in storybooks. 

The library had a unique smell. Even till now, each time I step into the 
library, I feel strangely comforted by it. I have come to realise in my 
recent years that that unique smell is a mixture of old and new books 
mixed with the air-conditioner. The library that I frequented was situated 
in the middle of the city, and surrounding it from all four directions were 
shopping malls and the bus interchange. It was like a refuge, my escape 
from the cacophony of noise in the world outside. Once I entered the 
library, I would feel calm and at peace. Every loud noise that had become 
a norm in the world outside would be looked harshly upon in the 
building. 

I could also escape in another sense as each book I picked would 
transport me into different worlds that captivate me until my eyes would 
feel the strain and I would reluctantly return it to the bookshelf. I took 
intermittent breaks where I observed all sorts of characters come to life 
in the library. There was the witchy librarian who would chase me from 
my corner. There were the commoners, people who minded their own 
businesses, heads all buried in their own books. Once in a while, I would 
spy a new ‘treasure map’ poster featuring popular titles, and I would 
wonder off in search of them. I felt very much like a pirate back in those 
days. 

Where is one significant place in your childhood? 
How has it shaped you?
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The only thing I hated in the library was the powerful air-conditioners. I 
knew their purpose was to keep the precious books cool and dry to 
preserve their condition but I could not keep my thoughts from 
becoming negative each time I shivered and sneezed from the cold. 
Even my trust old jacket which served me well in other places would be 
beaten hands down by the merciless cold air within minutes in the 
library. 

Some people might describe me as optimistic and I attribute that to my 
early years spent reading countless of books where the day would 
definitely be saved by the hero. Those books showed me that heroes 
come in many shapes and sizes. However we may be built, we can be 
heroes of our own lives. We just need the courage to face our challenges. 
Last but not least, spending time in the library has taught me not to 
judge a book by its cover in the literal sense. As cliche as this old adage 
might be, I have found some gems hidden in pale looking covers that 
way. If I had chosen to move past that book because of its cover, I would 
have missed out on a great journey with the characters in them. I would 
most definitely have missed out on the life lessons I have garnered from 
them. 

A literary lover with an overactive imagination and a dislike of anyplace 
below 20 degrees celsius, I would not change myself into any other, and 
I am glad that many years of my life were spent in a nurturing place like 
the library. 

570 words
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Caen Loh
Secondary 3
St. Margaret’s Secondary School

Welcome principal, teachers, parents and fellow friends. At long last, it is 
now our graduation. I see this ceremony as another step towards 
eventual independence in adulthood, towards full responsibility of our 
own lives and the lives of those encircling ours.

In these four years, there have been numerous individuals who have led 
us to become better people. Among all these great names, I must truly 
commend the coach of our school’s distinction Dance team. I attribute 
my present success in my Co-Curricular Activity achievements to her 
guidance for the past three years. Unknown to many of my Dance 
juniors, I used to be the black sheep in the dance troupe back in 
secondary one days. This was almost totally due to my complacency and 
belief that I could do as well as I did in primary school where I was the 
dominant few dancers. When this coach first saw me after teaching me 
in primary school, she was appalled at how much my dance skills have 
deteriorated. She told me plainly that if I didn’t work hard, I might as well 
give up my physical qualities to someone who actually wanted to dance. 
This struck me deeply and I went on to practice hard in the following few 
years.

This story isn’t just about me but about all of us. Some of us might think 
that it is too late to pick yourself up now that your secondary school days 
are over. I disagree on this point. I’ve heard an amazing quote that says, 
“It’s never too late to start again.” Truly, this is a quote we need to 
remember. Sarah Poon of class 4/5 used to skip school in secondary two 
and she barely scrapped through to the next year. Today, she is the same 

Situational Writing:
A Valedictorian Speech
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individual who earned herself 5th place in the cohort. In fact, the O Level 
results show that the notorious class of 4/5 took a huge leap of 
improvement from their secondary three results. This example shows 
you that it is never too late to pick yourself up. Do not give up on 
yourselves whatever situation you might find yourself in. 

In our school, we are fortunate to have the privilege of spending time in 
morning devotions. On a personal level, these devotions really related to 
me at certain times and influenced me positively. It wasn’t until I 
discussed this with my fellow classmates that I realise many other 
students feel the same way too. Many of our questions were answered, 
as if the person leading the devotion had Divine inspiration, pulling us 
out of our dreary misery. I would like to take the opportunity to thank the 
teachers, students and parents for your time in crafting these devotions. 

In this beautiful closure to our last year, I would like to end with this lovely 
saying, “The end of life is inevitable, but the things you can do in it is 
limitless.” 

You did well, Class of 2019. Thank you.

574 words
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Need Help with 
Secondary School English?

Your child receives a personalised video for every single piece 

of writing done. Each video explains grammar points, 

vocabulary opportunities and content directions. Slow down, 

speed up or replay the video in class for self-paced learning, all 

under the watchful eye of the teacher.

Only through the process of receiving personalised 

instruction can you learn effectively. This is something that you 

likely will not get in schools or other tuition centres.

Find out our unique teaching 

methods at www.EnglishMastery.sg      

PERSONALISED INSTRUCTION

Hello again! Did you enjoy reading some of our students’ 

essays? 

If you‘re looking for a small group English tuition class for 

yourself or your child taught by our team of competent and 

passionate English teachers, you’ve come to the right place.
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WHAT PARENTS ARE SAYING...

www.EnglishMastery.SG

WANT TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR CLASSES?
CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFO
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